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Linder is an internationally celebrated artist who applies the 
principles of collage to the visual languages of graphic design, 
popular culture, fashion and fine art in the production of 
photomontages, performances and installations. The core of her 
work is a continuous exploration of desire, cultural expectations and 
the female body as commodity. Occasionally referring to her works 
as biopsies Linder’s collages manipulate, disrupt and play with porn 
and glamour, exposing the latter as something we should be wary 
of. Examining the way that women are depicted across visual 
culture, these collages draw attention to institutionalised misogyny. 
Denouncing the artificiality of groomed and tame femininity and 
revealing the performative aspects of gendered and social 
differences, the works are sometimes provocative – and also funny. 
  
Linder has worked with the pornographic image for four decades, 
often montaging the images from pornographic magazines with 
those that she finds in interior design and fashion publications, the 
common denominator in all three being the depiction of the female 
body. Her work is often forensic in its approach, a visual enquiry into 
who, what, where, why and how the images that we see around us 
have been constructed.  
  
Linder, born 1954 in Liverpool, initially rose to fame as an artist and 
musician in the punk/post-punk arts and music scene in 
Manchester in the mid 1970s. Her large-scale outdoor 
installation Bower of Bliss, commissioned by Art on the 
Underground in 2018, is currently on view at Southwark Station, 
London. Linderism, a retrospective accompanied by a catalogue has 
been on view at Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge and the Hutton Gallery, 
University of Newcastle in 2020-2021. Selected notable past solo-
exhibitions include Nottingham Contemporary, Nottingham (2018); 
Glasgow Women’s Library (2018); Chatsworth, Derbyshire (2018); 
Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, Paris, France (2013); Tate St 
Ives, Cornwall (2013); Chisenhale Gallery, London (2010); and 
Museum of Modern Art/PS1 (2007). Linder was awarded the Paul 
Hamlyn Foundation Award in 2017. 
 

LINDER 



 

The Groom 
Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Paris, France, 2023 
 
For The Groom, Linder explores the elasticity of promise and resilience in the 
Cinderella fairy tale tradition, tracing its path from the story of Ye Xian in China 
850, via tales such as the French classic Peau d’Ane, through to contemporary 
culture’s fascination with “living happily ever after” and the fascination for the 
instant “make over” of both the body and the home. The exhibition comprises 
original photomontages ranging from sources as varied as film posters, 
Cinderella book series and glamour photographs taken by Chinese 
photographer Daisy Wu in the 1970s, as well as larger formats and 
reproduction techniques. 
  
“Without trying to prove it again, I take as my starting point the fact that fairy 
tales mirror collective unconscious material - which leads us to a further 
general question: if it is collective unconscious material, are there ethical 
problems in fairy tales?” 
Shadow and Evil in Fairy Tales, Marie-Louise von Franz, 1974. 
  
By performing a visual biopsy of the Cinderella motif, Linder examines and 
reimagines the contemporary relevance of the fairy tale via her acquired print 
media collection which spans the last hundred years. The artist uses her 
surgeon’s scalpel and metzenbaum scissors (the former used for “stab 
incisions” and the latter for “cutting delicate tissue and blunt dissection”) to 
open up the guts of the Cinderella tale metaphorically and literally. It’s a 
cultural postmortem of sorts which in turn opens up the corpus of the story 
catalogued in the Aarne-Thompson-Uther index of folk tales as type 510A or 
“The Persecuted Heroine”.  
  
In The Groom Linder will be exhibiting her signature photomontages but also 
be exploring other techniques and format.



 

Linder 
Installation view, The Groom, Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Paris, France, 2023. 



 

Linder 
Installation view, The Groom, Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Paris, France, 2023. 



 

Linder 
Installation view, The Groom, Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Paris, France, 2023. 



 

Linder 
Veil of Midnight, 2023  

Photomontage  
54 x 40 cm 

Linder 
Nocturnal Flash, 2023 
Photomontage  
54 x 40 cm 



 

 

  
A dream between sleeping and waking 
 

Charleston, Lewes, England, 2022 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
In this exciting installation, contemporary British artist Linder brings together a 
series of objects alongside new and existing works to create a multi-sensory 
collage in dialogue with Duncan Grant and Charleston. 
 
A dream between sleeping and waking is how Linder interprets the landscape, 
history and mythology of Charleston. The surreal, dream-like installation is the 
artist’s homage to the genre of the medieval dream vision – a belief that dreams 
are a place where truth is revealed and the divine encountered. And in this 
immersive experience, the works interact with one another and conversations 
form between them, creating imaginary dialogues. 
 
The title is taken from Duncan Grant’s description of the works of Surrealist artist, 
Rene Magritte. 
Linder, who is best known for her radical feminist photomontage and collage 
works, will be displaying her never-before-seen series of works for the Houston 
based producer and musician, Rabit, featuring the contemporary queer music 
collective House of Kenzo, and a fascinating new photomontage series exploring 
Liverpool football fans’ obsession with sports trophies and ‘collecting silverware’. 
 
Also in the mix are the artist Mark Lancaster’s 1980s portraits of Vanessa Bell and 
a selection of bespoke items from fashion designer Christopher Shannon’s Rando 
Fleece sportswear – an homage to the tracksuits Duncan Grant was pictured 
wearing in his later years. 
 
 
 



 
  

Linder 
Installation view, A dream between sleeping and waking, Charleston, Lewes, UK, 2022. 



 
 
 
  The Stomach and the Port 

 

Liverpool Biennal 2021, UK 
 
 
Linder presented a series of photomontage works at Tate Liverpool and a 
new street-level billboard commission within Liverpool One. Drawing on 
feminist critiques around the commodification of the female body in 
society, Linder’s photomontage works challenge contemporary and 
historical depictions of women in the public eye by combining everyday 
images from domestic or fashion magazines with pornographic imagery 
and other archival materials. Linder’s new large-scale billboard 
commission forms part of her Bower of Bliss (2021) constellation that has 
its origins in a copy of Oz magazine, which she bought at the Bickershaw 
Festival in 1972. The centuries old phrase “Bower of Bliss” refers to the 
birthplace, the point of origin and safety. For the poet Edmund Spenser, 
the "Bower of Bliss" meant "womb". For Linder, the connotations link back 
to her experience of being carried in her mother's womb in Liverpool in 
1954 and her billboard presents the “Bower of Bliss” as a safe, deeply 
pleasurable space, needed now more than ever. 
 
Visitors could interact with the mural by taking a photo or selfie to share 
via social media using #BlowerofBliss 
 
The mural developed over festival dates, with text reading "Bower of Bliss" 
being added at a later stage. Linder's public work also featured as part of 
Liverpool Biennial's Live Weekend (19–20 June), with a series of dance 
performances taking place in front of the billboard. The activations 
comprised of an improvised routine by local dancers Lauren Fitzpatrick 
and Kirstin Halliday in response to music by composer and musician 
Maxwell Sterling – extending the key concepts and themes of Linder’s 
works. Costumes designed by Louise Gray. 

 
 



 
  

Linder 
Installation view, Liverpool Biennal 2021. 



  

Linder 
Bower of Bliss (performance piece),  
Liverpool Biennal 2021. 



  

Linder 
Installation views, Liverpool Biennal 2021. 



 

 
 
 
 

 

In recent years, Linder’s interest in Greco-Roman mythology has 
become more integrated into her work. In her exhibition at Andréhn-
Schiptjenko, Linder has focussed on the triad myth of Pygmalion, Myrrha 
and Adonis. The incestuous myth of Myrrha emerges out of the warped 
sexuality of her great-grandfather, Pygmalion, who, in an act of 
autoeroticism, fell in love with a statue of an idealised female that he’d 
carved from ivory. 
 
Linder’s new photomontage series examines and reimagines the   above   
incest   motif   as   described   in Ovid’s Metamorphoses: Book X. 
Ventriloquising through Orpheus, Ovid tells the tale of Myrrha, 
Pygmalion’s great-granddaughter, who falls in love with her father after 
having been cursed by Aphrodite. Myrrha makes love to her father 
under the cover of darkness, describing herself as “someone like you” 
and as a subsequent punishment for her sins she is transformed into a 
tree, giving birth to Adonis from her trunk nine months later. As Myrrha 
weeps in remorse, her tears become the aromatic resin, myrrh. 
 
The Myrrha myth is rare in that it explores female incest, in contrast to 
the wider known myth of Oedipus and male incest. Linder has studied 
the Myrrha myth in depth over the last five years and consulted with 
classicists for further opinion, inserting the story into contemporary 
studies on the queer body, heteronormativity and research on the bias 
within classics to lightening skin tones when translating ancient texts. 
 
 

 
Linder’s low-tech photomontages – she uses a surgeon’s scalpel, glue 
and printed media from 1910 onwards to create her work - elegantly fuse 
disparate photographic elements together. The incest motif in 
Someone Like You at Andréhn-Schiptjenko serves as a parallel to her 
technique: images rub up against each other in ways they were never 
intended to. 
 
Overall, maybe the main myth that Linder confronts is the myth of 
heteronormativity. She has since the beginning taken interest in 
creating new, alternative images that destabilise the normative ideas of 
sexuality, interconnection and relationality. She has exposed the 
construction of popular images of desire and created hybrid bodies 
which, one could say, circles back all the way to Ovid and his 
Metamorphoses. 
 

Someone Like You 
 

Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stockholm, Sweden, 2021 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Linder 
Installation view Someone Like You at Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stockholm, Sweden, 2021. 

 



 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Linder 
Installation view Someone Like You at Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stockholm, Sweden, 2021. 

 



Linder 
Installation view Someone Like You at Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stockholm, Sweden, 2021. 

 



Linderism 

Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge, UK, 2020 

 

 
 

The exhibition spans five decades of the artist’s career and include new 
commissions. In a total takeover of Kettle’s Yard, Linderism will inhabit the 
galleries, the Kettle’s Yard House, the neighbouring St Peter’s Church, the 
Research Space, staircases and café.  
The exhibition will explore every area of Linder’s diverse practice, from her 
emergence in the Manchester punk scene of the 1970s to her more recent 
interventionist public commissions. The title Linderism claims the artist’s 
work is its own art historical movement but also gestures to Linder’s 
interest in style, from the artistic to the fashionable.  
 
Linder is well known for her radical feminist photomontage which cuts 
through the veneer of print culture. An important figure in the punk 
movement, she designed artwork for bands including Buzzcocks and 
Magazine, as well as for her own post-punk band Ludus, of which she was 
founder and lead singer. The exhibition will include examples of 
photomontage works from throughout her career. While early works 
comprise juxtapositions of images taken from contemporary interior, 
fashion and pornography magazines, the later photomontages collide 
different registers; including pin-up girls, figures from ballet annuals, roses 
from horticultural books and decadent gateaux from lifestyle magazines. 
If the earlier works, such as TV Sex (1976), expose the domestic 
consumerism of the 1970s, later works – usually made in series – are more 
complex meditations on representation, myth and belief. In works such 
as The Escort Series (2012) luscious roses over the heads of nude models 
convey beauty as a form of camouflage, while other pieces, combining 
fashion plates and interiors advertisements, stage metamorphoses where 
models physically merge with pieces of furniture.  
 

The exhibition will be multi-sensory. As well as intervening in the café menu 
and front-of-house staff uniforms, Linder will recreate the pot pourri which 
Kettle’s Yard founder Howard Stanley ‘Jim’ Ede made for his home. Placed 
in the Kettle’s Yard House, this work will revivify the space. Linder will also 
invoke the presence of Ede’s wife Helen with a new sound installation in 
Helen’s bedroom, made in collaboration with musician Maxwell Sterling. 
Helen Ede left very little trace in the fabric of the Kettle’s Yard House and is 
called upon by Linder as a cipher for women’s material absence and mythic 
presence. Linder is creating a new photomontage for the exhibition using 
archival photographs of Helen and, in a further act of reclamation, has 
created a line of products under the title The House of Helen. The products 
include fabric squares, printed papers, cosmetic mirrors, pin badges, 
notebooks and scented candles. Available to buy at Kettle’s Yard, they will 
celebrate Linder’s commitment to uncovering women lost to history.  

This concern with historical figures and research has been central to 
Linder’s work since the 1990s. This important aspect of her practice will also 
form part of the exhibition, including The Working Class Go to Paradise 
(2000–6), which focuses on an early proponent of the Quaker Church 
Mother, Ann Lee, and her more recent investigations into the artists Barbara 
Hepworth (The Ultimate Form, 2013–4) and Ithell Colqhoun (Children of the 
Mantic Stain, 2016). These performance works will be explored through 
documentation on display in the Research Space.  

 



 
 

 

Linder 
Installation view, Linderism at Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge, UK, 2020. 



 

Linder 
Installation view, Linderism at Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge, UK, 2020. 



 
 

Linder 
Installation view, Linderism at Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge, UK, 2020. 



 
 

Linder 
Installation view, Linderism at Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge, UK, 2020. 



American Gardens 
Planet Earth LLC, Florida, USA, 2020 

“The history of capitalism is the history of revolutionizing nature. 
Capitalist civilization therefore does not have an ecological regime; it 
is an ecological regime. Capitalism is a way of shaping, channeling and 
negotiating the terms of the oikos. This is, of course, not something 
specific to capitalism. All civilizations do this in one way or another. 
Capitalism’s distinctiveness lies in how it organizes quasi-stable 
relations between humans and the rest of nature in service of endless 
accumulation….Through this praxis capitalist and territorialists 
agencies seek to create new Natures as objects of power and 
production, and as new and expended sources of unpaid 
work/energy.”  

Jason Moore, Capitalism and the Web of Life  

Planet Earth LLC is honored to present our inaugural 
exhibition, American Gardens, which includes the work of Linder, Pam 
K and Vikky Alexander along side a design program presented in 
collaboration with Magen H Gallery. The three artists included critique 
imperial/colonialist and capitalist structures as well as gender power 
dynamics through collage and appropriation. Displayed in King-Lui 
Wu’s 1956 commission the DuPont House, a modernist masterpiece 
made with collaborative elements from Joseph Albers, the site 
parallels the tensions present in the work – domesticity, rigorous 
structure, indulgence and organic life. 

Vikky Alexander (b. 1959) is a Canadian artist based in Montreal, 
Canada. She has exhibited internationally since 1981. Working across 
mediums she is a leading practitioner in the field of photo-
conceptualism and is known as an installation artist who uses 
photography, drawing, and collage.  

 

She is one of Canada’s most acclaimed contemporary artists and has 
been recognized in Japan, Korea, Europe, New Zealand and the United 
States. Her work often includes, appropriated photographic images 
from advertisements and fashion editorials as well as landscape murals 
and postcards collected on her travels. 

Linder (b. 1954, Liverpool, UK) is a British artist who is internationally 
renowned for her photomontages and performances. Linder’s 
production from the 1970s demonstrates her early interest in gender 
performativity and the commodification of the body. Linder combines 
imagery that portrays women’s sexuality and domesticity to openly 
criticize conventional female roles and representation. She culls these 
materials from contemporary and vintage hardcore pornography 
publications, large-scale calendars showing idyllic English gardens, as 
well as automobile, culinary, and fashion magazines. 

Pam K (b. 1986) is a florist, horticultural therapist, activist, and gamer. A 
floral designer with a Bachelors in Visual Arts, her arrangements usually 
center contemporary culture and politics. She has designed 
arrangements that have been exhibited at museums and cultural 
venues in New York, Los Angeles, and Baltimore. Pam K currently works 
for the Hort Society of NY as a horticultural therapist. Pam works with 
incarcerated students on Rikers Island where their most recent project 
is the cultivation of a cut flower area.  



 

 
 

 

Linder 
Installation view, American Gardens, Planet Earth LLC, Florida, USA, 2020. 



 
 

Linder 
Installation view, American Gardens, Planet Earth LLC, Florida, USA, 2020. 

 



 
 

 
 

Linder 
Installation view, American Gardens, Planet Earth LLC, Florida, USA, 2020. 

 



 

 

 
 
 

Linder is an internationally celebrated artist who applies the 
principles of collage to the visual languages of graphic design, popular 
culture, fashion and fine art in the production of photomontages, 
performances and installations. The core of her work is a continuous 
exploration of desire, cultural expectations and the female body as 
commodity. Occasionally referring to her works as biopsies Linder’s 
collages manipulate, disrupt and play with porn and glamour, 
exposing the latter as something we should be wary of. Examining 
the way that women are depicted across visual culture, these collages 
draw attention to institutionalised misogyny. Denouncing the 
artificiality of groomed and tame femininity and revealing the 
performative aspects of gendered and social differences, the works 
are sometimes provocative – and also funny. 

 Linder has worked with the pornographic image for four decades, 
often montaging the images from pornographic magazines with 
those that she finds in interior design and fashion publications, the 
common denominator in all three being the depiction of the female 
body. Her work is often forensic in its approach, a visual enquiry into 
who, what, where, why and how the images that we see around us 
have been constructed. The exhibition will display works from 
different recent series, including the one inspired by Ithel 
Colquhoun’s ‘Mantic Stain’ technique. 
 

Origin of the World 
 

Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Paris, France, 2019 



 
 

 

Linder 
Installation view, Origin of the World, Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Paris, France, 2019. 

 



 

Linder 
Installation view, Origin of the World, Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Paris, France, 2019. 

 



 
 

 
  

Linder 
Installation view, Origin of the World, Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Paris, France, 2019. 

 



 
  

Cut and Paste | 400 Years of Collage 
 

Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh, Scotland, 2019 
 

Cut and Paste: 400 Years of Collage was the first survey 
exhibition of collage ever to take place anywhere in the world. 
Collage is often described as a twentieth-century invention, but 
this show spanned a period of more than 400 years and included 
more than 250 works. 
 
The word ‘Collage’ comes from the French verb ‘coller’, meaning 
‘to glue’, and it is often associated with cut-and-pasted paper, 
photographs, newspaper cuttings, string etc. However, with Cut 
and Paste, curator Patrick Elliott sets out to challenge traditional 
definitions, and expand our understanding of collage, both in 
visual art and as a practice that has influenced all forms of 
creativity in the 20th Century, from literature to punk. 
 
A huge range of approaches were on show, from sixteenth-
century anatomical ‘flap prints’, to computer-based images; 
work by amateur, professional and unknown artists; collages by 
children and revolutionary cubist masterpieces by Pablo Picasso 
and Juan Gris; from nineteenth century do-it-yourself collage kits 
to collage films of the 1960s. Highlights included a three-metre-
long folding collage screen, purportedly made in part by Charles 
Dickens; a major group of Dada and Surrealist collages, by artists 
such as Kurt Schwitters, Joan Miró, Hannah Höch and Max Ernst; 
and major postwar works by Henri Matisse, Robert 
Rauschenberg, and Peter Blake, including the only surviving 
original source photographs for Blake’s and Jann 
Haworth's iconic, collaged cover for the Beatles’ album Sergeant 
Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. 
 

The importance of collage as a form of protest in the 1960s and 
’70s will be shown in the work of feminist artists such as Carolee 
Schneemann (her Body Collage film, 1967, shows her covered in 
wallpaper paste and leaping about in shredded paper), Penny 
Slinger, Nancy Grossman, Annegret Soltau and Cindy Sherman; 
punk artists, such as Jamie Reid, whose original collages for the 
first Sex Pistols’ album and posters will feature; and the famously 
subversive collages of Monty Python founder Terry Gilliam. 
 
The exhibition also features the legendary library book covers 
which the playwright Joe Orton and his lover Kenneth Halliwell 
doctored with collages, and put back on Islington Library’s 
shelves – a move which landed them both in prison for six 
months. Collage’s ability to juxtapose seemingly disparate 
images and ideas accords perfectly with the role of political tool, 
with artists such as Linder and Hannah Wilke revisiting and 
reinventing the traditional female pursuits of cutting, pasting, 
stitching and patchwork (represented in Cut and Paste in 
Victorian-era works by Kate Gough, Sarah Eliza Pye and many 
others) to create subversive and highly political artworks. 



 
  

Linder 
Installation view, Cut and Paste | 400 Years of Collage, Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh, Scotland, 2019. 

 



  

Linder 
Installation view,  

Cut and Paste | 400 Years of Collage,  
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, 

Edinburgh, Scotland, 2019. 
 



 
 

 

This exhibition presents archival material touching on the origins and 
life of The International Journalalongside contemporary artworks, 
bringing together themes central to both psychoanalysis and 
art:translation, transformation, temporality, the unconscious, 
metaphor and dreams. The artworks address these ideas, creating a 
conversation that reverberates throughout the evocative rooms of the 
Freud Museum. 

The archival presentation explores the prehistory of the journal, the 
hidden role of women in its early years, its beginnings and 
connections with the Bloomsbury Group, and the influence of 
classical art and culture on Freud’s ideas and the visual identity of 
the International Journal. 

The uncanny merging of a shell with the back of a head bearing a 
stylised 1930s hairstyle, Linder’s Inflora portrays a site of excavation: an 
exploration of the artist’s concerns, both formal and personal. It is 
presented here in dialogue with the heads and death masks from 
Freud’s collection that inhabit his study.  
‘This photomontage was made shortly after my father died, and acts 
as a memoriam. It includes a page from The Art and Craft of 
Hairdressing, which was published in 1931, the same year that Barbara 
Hepworth pierced the form for the first time. The shell motif is both 
homage and cipher.’ — Linder  

These photomontages by Linder present dreamlike narratives, oneiric 
dioramas of death populated by dancers, animals and natural objects.  

 
 

‘The Post-mortem series were the first works that 
I made subsequent to the death of my mother. I used photographs 
from two books for the source imagery for the series, Hutchinson’s 
Animals of All Countries and Ballet Russes, both from the 1920s. Ballet 
dancers, lions, shells, bears and antelopes were all documented with 
equal fervour in the early twentieth century. Post-mortem 
photography—portraits of recently deceased loved ones —continued 
to flourish in the interwar years. The scalpel that I use cuts through 
paper and time with equal ease. Each photomontage in this series is 
a meditation upon mortality. My mother loved to dance.’ — Linder 

 

 
 

The Enigma of the Hour: 100 years of Psychoanalytic Thought 
 

Freud Museum, London, UK, 2019 
 



  
 
  

Linder 
Installation view, The Enigma of the Hour: 100 years of Psychoanalytic Thought, Freud Museum, London, UK, 2019. 

 



 
  

This exhibition presents archival material touching on the origins and life 
of The International Art & Porn marks the 50th anniversary of the legalisation 
of visual pornography and shows how the relationship between 
pornography and art has developed over the past five decades. The 
exhibition is the result of a close collaboration between ARoS and Kunsthal 
Charlottenborg 

The ban on visual pornography in Denmark was lifted on 1 July 1969. The 
legalisation sparked off a tsunami of images which we, for better or worse, 
have been inundated with ever since. One of the questions that the Art & 
Porn exhibition raises is this: What are the implications of suddenly 
stretching the boundaries of what citizens may lawfully experience in public 
spaces? 

- Much has happened since visual pornography was legalised 50 years ago, 
but many taboos concerning sex and pornography still survive today. Our 
society is permeated with sex, diffused through such channels as advertising 
and reality TV, and yet accompanied by a fervent quest for sexual identity. 
This is a complex reality where art can serve as a catalyst for addressing a 
difficult subject, says Erlend G. Høyersten, museum director, ARoS.  

 - The exhibition traces the impact of the amendment of pornography laws 
on art and changing social norms. What does it entail, for instance, when 
international social media giants such as Facebook, YouTube and Instagram 
challenge the liberal Danish legislation, censoring both art and pornography, 
says Michael Thouber, director of Kunsthal Charlottenborg. 

Art & Porn is a large group exhibition boasting the participation of 40 Danish 
and international artists. It highlights the relationship between art and 
pornography, offering visitors an opportunity to consider and discuss 
sexuality and open-mindedness.  

 

 
 

There are numerous ways of experiencing and interpreting the 
exhibition with its many parallel narratives. It is based on a number of 
themes that revolve around the historical development and the cascade 
of events that have occurred from the lifting of the ban in 1969 to the 
present day. The complex relationship between sex, pornography, art 
and society is the leitmotif of the exhibition.  

The story of the legalisation of pornography is the story of the whole of 
Denmark, and it was instrumental in spreading the fame of Danish 
tolerance and open-mindedness throughout the world. It is also the 
background for the first collaboration so far between ARoS and Kunsthal 
Charlottenborg, thus allowing the Art & Porn exhibition to be staged in 
various parts of the country.  

The exhibition was subsequently shown at Kunsthal Charlottenborg 
from October 2019 to January 2020. 

 

 

Art & Porn 
 

ARoS Aarhus Kunstmuseum, Aarhus, Denmark, 2019 
 



 
  

Linder 
Installation view, Art & Porn, ARoS Aarhus Kunstmuseum, Aarhus, Denmark, 2019. 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
  

Art on the Underground present a major public commission by British 
artist Linder at Southwark station, on view until May 2020. 

 
The work, the first large-scale public commission by Linder in London, 
consists of an 85-metre-long street- level billboard at Southwark station 
and a cover commission for the 29th edition of the pocket Tube map. 
 
Linder has spent four months as artist-in-residence, carefully researching 
and mapping a vertical history of Southwark. The artist’s starting point 
begins in the belly of the architecture at Southwark station. Designed  by 
Richard McCormack and opened in 1999, the station was  inspired in part 
by the 18th Century notion of the English landscape garden and sought to 
create a place of peace and tranquility, a refuge from urban life. Further  
research draws on local collections including Southwark Council’s Cuming 
Museum Collection, the London Transport  Museum Collection, and 
Transport for London’s lost property office as source material for an 
ambitious photomontage that will wrap the entire station façade at 
Southwark station. 
 
The Bower of Bliss manifests at Southwark station in the histories, myths 
and fables of the many women Linder has uncovered during her residency 
in Southwark. From Londinium sex workers in AD 43; to an 1815 illustration 
of the Night Queen from Mozart’s opera The Magic Flute inspiration for 
the station architects; to the women who run London Underground today, 
Linder’s photomontage reclaims the representation of women from the 
male gaze to form a picture of empowerment for women everywhere. 
 

 

 
This commission forms part of a new body of work initiated by Linder at 
Chatsworth House and Glasgow Women’s Library between 2017 and 2018. 
The title, The Bower of Bliss, references the etymology of ‘bower’ and its 
use in the notion of a ‘bower of bliss’ from its origins as a garden dwelling; 
as a site for excess and lust, and finally as Victorian slang for the female 
form. Reclaiming the phrase Linder will turn Southwark station into a 
sanctuary, creating a billboard that will change each season throughout 
the exhibition period. Reacting to current socio-political surroundings 
each layer will create a new collage in keeping with the artist’s infamous 
style. 
 

The Bower of Bliss 

Commissioned by Art on the Underground Southwark Station, 

London, UK, 2018 
 



 
 

 
 
  

Linder 
The Bower of Bliss, Commissioned by Art on the Underground, Southwark Station, London, United Kingdom, 2018 



  

Linder 
The Bower of Bliss, Commissioned by Art on the Underground, Southwark Station, London, United Kingdom, 2018 



 
 
  Home Futures 

 

Design Museum, London, UK, 2018 

 
 
The ‘home of the future’ has long intrigued designers and popular 
culture alike. Immerse yourself in a series of dreamlike passages and 
rooms designed by New York-based architects SO-IL and explore 
yesterday’s visions of the future – as avant-garde speculations are 
displayed alongside contemporary objects and new commissions. 
 
Discover more than 200 objects and experiences to trace the key 
social and technological aspirations that have driven change in the 
home. Historical notions of the mechanised home and the compact 
home are displayed alongside contemporary phenomena such as 
connected devices and the sharing economy. 
 
 



  

Linder 
Home Futures, Deisgn Museum, London, United Kingdom, 2018 
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Andréhn-Schiptjenko proudly announces Linder’s first solo-
exhibition at the gallery. This will be the first presentation of Linder’s 
work in Scandinavia. 
  
Linder is an internationally celebrated artist who applies the 
principles of collage to the visual languages of graphic design, 
popular culture, fashion and fine art in the production of 
photomontages, performances and installations. The core of her 
work is a continuous exploration of desire, cultural expectations and 
the female body as commodity. Occasionally referring to her works 
as biopsies 
  
Linder’s collages manipulate, disrupt and play with porn and 
glamour, exposing the latter as something we should be wary of. 
Examining the way that women are depicted across visual culture, 
these collages draw attention to institutionalised misogyny. 
Denouncing the artificiality of groomed and tame femininity and 
revealing the performative aspects of gendered and social 
differences, the works are sometimes provocative – and also funny. 
  
Linder has worked with the pornographic image for four decades, 
often montaging the images from pornographic magazines with 
those that she finds in interior design and fashion publications, the 
common denominator in all three being the depiction of the female 
body. Her work is often forensic in its approach, a visual enquiry into 
who, what, where, why and how the images that we see around us 
have been constructed. 

The exhibition will give a comprehensive presentation of Linder’s 
œuvre, displaying works from different recent series. The display also 
includes work that is connected to Linder’s musical career – for 
instance photographs initially produced for a fanzine released with a 
Ludus (the post-punk band formed by Linder in 1978) cassette and 
badge in 1981 as well as largescale lightbox work featuring the iconic 
iron-headed woman from the 1977 Buzzcocks’ single “Orgasm 
Addict”. 
 

Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stockholm, Sweden, 2017 



 

Linder 

Installation view at Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stockholm, Sweden, 2017. 



Linder 

Installation view at Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stockholm, Sweden, 2017. 
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Installation view at Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stockholm, Sweden, 2017. 



 
  

The British Art Show  is a touring exhibition that provides a vital 
overview of the most exciting contemporary art produced in the 
country.  
 
Diagrams of Love: Marriage of Eyes (2015) is a gun-tufted wool rug 
backed with gold lamé produced in collaboration with Dovecot 
Studios, Edinburgh. Cut in a spiral form, the rug’s references include 
surrealist artist Ithell Colquhoun’s notion of automatism, or the 
‘mantic stain,’ meditative labyrinths and Barbara Hepworth’s 
sculptures. Linder describes the result as a shape-shifting ‘21st-century 
version of a magic carpet.’ 
  
The rug was commissioned with support from The Dovecot 
Foundation and Creative Scotland, for inclusion in the Hayward 
Touring British Art Show 8 which will open in Norwich in June, having 
previously travelled to Leeds and Edinburgh, before moving to 
Southampton in October 2016. 
 
Children of the Mantic Stain (2015) is a ballet inspired by and 
incorporating Diagrams of Love. Produced in collaboration with 
choreographer Kenneth Tindall, fashion designer Christopher 
Shannon and composer Maxwell Sterling, it was performed by 
dancers from Northern Ballet at Southampton City Art Gallery at 
6.30pm. 
 
“I think the act of collage, creating one’s own collage, is becoming 
more essential, almost as a survival tool." 

Linder  
 
 

British Art Show 8 
 

Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh, Scotland, 2016 
 

For British Art Show 8 Linder's work was exhibited at Leeds Art 
Gallery, Leeds; Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh; 
Norwich Castle Museum and Art Gallery, Norwich; and Southampton 
City Art Gallery, Southampton.  
 
 
 
 



 
  

Linder 

Installation view, British Art Show 8, Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh, 2016. 



 

For her exhibition at The Hepworth Wakefield, Linder employed collage as 
two-dimensional prints and three-dimensional light-box sculptures. Drawing 
on Linder’s research into Barbara Hepworth the new works combined images 
of ballerinas from the 1970s with natural forms; making reference to 
Hepworth’s love of dance, and her engagement with the landscape. 
 
The exhibition culminated in a major new performance piece entitled The 
Ultimate Form that presented collage as a visual and sensory experience using 
choreography and music. 
 
“My household god for the last few years has been the Modernist sculptor, 
Barbara Hepworth. For most of my life Hepworth stayed firmly in the shadows 
of my creative blind spot, I’m only just able to see and fully appreciate 
Hepworth’s jaw droppingly complex and ambitious body of work.” 

Linder 
Linder re-encountered the work of Barbara Hepworth while participating in 
The Dark Monarch exhibition at Tate St Ives in 2009 and made work for an 
exhibition at The Hepworth Wakefield, examining both Hepworth’s sculpture 
and the tenacious conceptualisation of Hepworth’s artistic identity. 

This research resulted in significant areas of interest: the use of strings in 
sculpture and music, the importance of dance to Hepworth who practiced 
ballroom dancing and whose final studio was in an old dance hall and the use 
of sculpture as a form of ventriloquism for Hepworth. 

 

Linder 
 

The Hepworth Wakefield, Wakefield, UK, 2013 
 



Linder 
Installation view at The Hepworth Wakefield, 2013 



 
  

Tate St. Ives Summer 2013 
 

Tate St. Ives,  

St. Ives, Cornwall, UK, 2013 

 
 
Surprising and thought provoking, contemporary and historic, the work of 
eight artists in the Summer 2013 exhibition responds to the histories, 
geography and location of St Ives, as well as to the distinctive spaces of the 
building itself. 
Following the success of the Summer 2009 and Summer 2011 seasons, Tate 
St Ives continues this biennial strand, with a new series of simultaneous one-
room displays. Exhibitions by Barbara Hepworth, Patrick Heron and Marlow 
Moss are shown alongside contemporary artists Linder, Allen 
Ruppersberg, R.H. Quaytman, Gareth Jones and Nick Relph, opening up 
various dialogues across generations of artists and addressing a number of 
inter-related themes including performance, fashion, design, dance and 
print. 
The artist Linder brings together a group of her own collages with seven 
sculptures by Barbara Hepworth. Drawing on her research into Hepworth’s 
life and work, Linder reveals aspects of performance and politics in 
Hepworth’s sculpture, through parallels with her own radical, feminist 
practice. Alongside the exhibition, a video of a new ballet, The Ultimate Form, 
will also be screened. Choreographed by Linder and Kenneth Tindall of 
Northern Ballet, and performed by Northern Ballet, it is based on Hepworth’s 
monumental sculptural work The Family of Man 1970 and features costumes 
created by cult fashion designer Pam Hogg and a new score by Stuart 
McCollum. 
The exhibition includes a selection of rarely seen textile designs by St Ives 
painter Patrick Heron, created while he was principle designer for his father’s 
textile company, Cresta Silks; a display of paintings, reliefs and sculptures by 
the late Marlow Moss, an often overlooked but significant constructivist who 
was based in nearby Lamorna; a selection of silkscreen paintings by 
acclaimed contemporary painter R.H. Quaytman; three works on paper by 
Gareth Jones to create a highly charged and very concentrated space, 
responding to both the architecture of the building and the occasion of the 
exhibition; and a recent video work by contemporary artist Nick Relph, 
opening up relationships between fine art, fashion and the history of textile 
technologies. 
 
 

Also included in the exhibition will be Allen Ruppersberg’s iconic 
installation The Never Ending Book2007, which consists of a collection of 
thousands of digitally copied images from the artist’s own research. The 
pages are stacked and arranged within a theatrical stage set of multi-
coloured props. Visitors are invited to choose a selection of pages, assembling 
their own ‘book’ to take home. 
Bringing together historic artists associated with St Ives alongside British and 
American contemporary artists, the exhibition will explore the way in which 
various languages, ideologies, ideas and discourses run across generations. 
Neither surveys nor retrospectives, the displays bring to mind the 
unexamined aspects of generational continuity, drawing out ideas and 
relationships that run through a number of practices including painting, 
performance, installation, video, sculpture and printmaking. 
 
 



 
 
  

Linder 
Installation view at Tate St. Ives, Cornwall, UK, 2013. 



 
  

Linder 
Installation view at Tate St. Ives, 
Cornwall, UK, 2013. 



 
  Femme/Objet 

 

Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, 

France, 2013 

 
 
The Musée d'Art moderne de la Ville de Paris presents the first 
retrospective devoted to the British artist Linder Sterling, known as Linder. 
The exhibition presents the three main areas of her work: visual arts, music 
and fashion. 
 
With nearly 200 works, it brings together a wide selection of photographs, 
photomontages, light boxes and works on paper, as well as costumes, 
videos, sound and the broadcasting of performances, notably the 1981 
concert during which she wore a dress made of raw meat. 
Since 1976, Linder has been involved in a variety of art forms, from visual 
art to music to fashion. She composed photomontages, in the manner of 
Dada artists John Heartfield and Hannah Höch, while being part of the 
British post-punk scene in Manchester: she made the famous cover of 
Orgasm Addict by the Buzzcocks in 1977 and founded the band Ludus 
with Ian Devine in 1978. 
 
She used collage to create transgressive images that were committed to 
feminist political action. Linder describes her works as "self-montages". 
She wishes to break the ideal image of women by portraying their 
alienation. Taking her elements from erotic magazines as well as from 
automobile, cultural or culinary magazines, from all eras, Linder produced 
works in which women were nothing more than commercial objects, or 
even "sex toys", thus denouncing all the violence done to them. And 
beyond her feminist denunciations, the artist highlights in a particularly 
effective way the indecency contained in advertising imagery. 
 

Linder also studies her own body: she practices body-building exercises, 
slathers on make-up, coats herself with edible substances, in short, 
transforms and deforms herself, attracts, shocks or provokes. Then she 
humorously refers to the Ballets Russes, glorifies the dancers while 
veiling their faces under shiny cakes.   
A fan of experimental music, Linder is also very close to Morrissey, whom 
she followed on tour and for whom she made album covers (Your 
Arsenal, 1992). 



 
  

Linder 
Installation view Femme/Objet, Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, France, 2013. 



 
  

Linder 
Installation view Femme/Objet, Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, France, 2013. 



 
  

Linder 
Installation view Femme/Objet, Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, France, 2013. 



 
  

Linder 
Installation views Femme/Objet, Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, France, 2013. 



 
  

Linder 
Installation view Femme/Objet, Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, France, 2013. 



 
  

Linder 
Installation view Femme/Objet, Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, France, 2013. 



 
  

Linder 
Installation view Femme/Objet, Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, France, 2013. 



 
  

Linder 
Installation view Femme/Objet, Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, France, 2013. 



 
  

Designing Modern Women 
1890-1990 
 

MoMA, New York, USA, 2013 

 
 
20th-century design was profoundly shaped and enhanced by the 
creativity of women—as muses of modernity and shapers of new ways of 
living, and as designers, patrons, performers, and educators. This 
installation, drawn entirely from MoMA’s collection, celebrates the diversity 
and vitality of individual artists’ approach to the modern world, from Loïe 
Fuller’s pulsating turn-of-the-century performances to April Greiman’s 
1980s computer-generated graphics, at the vanguard of early digital 
design. Highlights include the first display of a newly conserved kitchen by 
Charlotte Perriand with Le Corbusier (1952) from the Unité d’Habitation 
housing project; furniture and designs by Lilly Reich, Eileen Gray, Eva Zeisel, 
Ray Eames, Lella Vignelli, and Denise Scott Brown; textiles by Anni Albers 
and Eszter Haraszty; ceramics by Lucy Rie; a display of 1960s psychedelic 
concert posters by graphic designer Bonnie Maclean; and a never-before-
seen selection of posters and graphic material from the punk era. The 
gallery’s “graphics corner” first explores the changing role and visual 
imagery of the New Woman through a selection of posters created 
between 1890 and 1938; in April 2014 the focus of this section will shift to 
Women and War, an examination of the iconography and varied roles of 
women in times of conflict, in commemoration of the centennial of the 
outbreak of World War I. 
 
Organized by Juliet Kinchin, Curator, and Luke Baker, Curatorial Assistant, 
Department of Architecture and Design. 
 
 



 
 

Linder 
Installation view Femme/Objet, Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, 2013 

Linder 
Installation view, Designing Modern Women 1890-1990, MoMA, New York, USA, 2013. 
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A female form with an iron for a head and lips for nipples – is the record sleeve 
of Orgasm Addict by British punk-rock band, Buzzcocks. British artist Linder Sterling’s aes-
thetic signature inspires a conversation on what it means to be a woman. She explores sexu-
ality, gender construction, and desire through the female lens. Her cut-and-paste photomon-
tages with images predominantly scored from porn magazines have been making their mark 
in niche society for years. Just shy of seven decades, Linder has mastered the pen, brush, 
and scalpel as her tools and explored the stage – through confrontational performance art 
and her post-punk band, Ludus. Through the years, Linder’s narrative of the body has evolved 
– from sexualization and gender roles to women’s rights and health. Her photomontages 
are formed by cutting images from magazines with surgical precision and engineering them 
to create a visual narrative. She also speaks about not editing one’s life.

Let’s talk about your narrative: it is typically worded as radical feminism through punk-art. 
How would you put it?

‘Radical feminism and punk’ has almost become the journalistic mantra for talking about my 
work. Punk and feminism are bedfellows. Discovering second-wave feminism as a sixteen-
year-old in England rewired my brain and made me think differently. Feminism changes, 
evolves, and responds; therefore, it should be in the de�nition, whereas Punk only occupied 
a few years of my life. Sometimes things need to be pared down. In my work I use a scalpel 
to cut images to the bare minimum; similarly, my current title is simplistic.

Human anatomy is your prime subject – from earlier depictions of sexualized women to now 
exploring gender dynamics. How do you perceive the body and its commoditization?

In my late sixties, I have lived through almost seven decades and seen the commodi�cation 
of the human body go off the scale. We are in a period of �ux. We are examining gender in 
a volatile way. I look to Simone de Beauvoir, who said, one is not born a woman but becomes 
one – she had those cultural expectations nailed early on. Gender is similar to performance 
art. I observe the debate and conversation around gender closely. I have friends of all ages 
who had a callous time growing up, feeling that they couldn’t perform the role of a boy, girl, 
man, or woman with any con�dence, and then suffered all sorts of mental and emotional 
challenges. This generation is challenging all notions of gender, and I am observing the de-
bate and conversation around gender closely.  
 
Pornography in your work: why and how did this in�uence manifest?

As a young child, pre-literate, someone in my family circle would show me pornographic 
images. Now there is a word for this process; we call it ‘grooming’. Thankfully there was 
an intervention made by my parents when they discovered this, but for quite a long time, 
I was being groomed for what I presume was an horri�c level of future intimacy. Between 
those images of bunny rabbits and fairy tales like Cinderella, there was an abuttal of pornog-
raphy. This aspect of my childhood is often addressed through my work. In an upcoming exhi-
bition for Blum & Poe, there is an introduction to the incest motif via Myrrha – a mythological 
character in Greek mythology. In my early years, I tried to �nd out what kind of a woman 
I was supposed to be through the lens of both pornography and fashion; they were the two 
worlds in which women were frequently represented. I didn’t have access to explicit pornog-
raphy until 1976. Instead, I bought a lot of women’s and men’s magazines, from fashion and 
gardening to cars and DIY, trying to �nd a re�ection or an image with which I could �nd some 
parity. I didn’t �nd it within pornography because it is photographed through a predominantly 
male lens. But a fascination stuck with me because this imagery can be derailed, and it’s 
the perfect material to subvert with photomontage. 

Why montages? Is there a reason behind the deconstructive approach? 

Growing up in the 1950s, there were two channels on television and nothing to do at home. 
I drew every night and was skilled by the time I was eighteen. I went to art school and con-
tinued to draw, but suddenly I got bored and frustrated with mark-making. One day in 1976, 
I cleared away everything that would leave a trace and was just left with a scalpel that I had 
been using to cut up mount boards. I started cutting up magazines, which was liberating 
and joyful. Because I used a number eleven blade on my surgeon’s scalpel, manufactured 
to create stab incisions in the operating theater, I began to make stab incisions into maga-
zines, treating the magazine itself as a body. It felt as though I was dissecting the magazine 
and the body of imagery in it with the cool precision of a surgeon. I would make a competent 
heart surgeon or plastic surgeon, my control of the scalpel is impeccable. The works I made 
often looked like jigsaw puzzles, and that was when my love for montage began. I remember 
thinking to myself – I could have drawn for a whole week and never produced an image 
as shocking as a photomontage that took me ten minutes to create. My earliest photomon-
tages from 1976 are not complex or overworked compared to those in later years. 
A celebrated work from the early years is the photomontage used by Buzzcocks for their Or-
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armed with a surgeon’s scalpel, Linder cuts away at imagery from Playboy and other 
magazines to create visual narratives exploring the body and mind of feminism

[ the ultimate recycler of pornographic imagery can date 
magazines across the Twentieth century by smell ]

[ pornography, photography and photomontages ]

L 01

«I didn’t have access to explicit pornography until 1976. Instead, I bought a lot of women’s 
and men’s magazines, from fashion and gardening to cars and DIY trying to �nd a re�ection 
or an image with which I could �nd some parity»
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L 02

L 01 A woman told me that a woman told her – ph. Junior Fernandez, creative and styling Josue Hart and Lane Stewart, talent Josue Hart
L 02 Where the tongue slips it speaks truth – ph. Tony Krash, art direction Lane Steward, hair Alecia Farrar, model Rabit
L 03 Love leaves a memory no one can steal – ph. Rosei Matcek, creative direction Rabit, model BREXXITT
L 04 A friend’s eye is a good mirror – ph. Rosei Matcek, creative direction Rabit, model BREXXITT
L 05 The absent ones are always wrong – ph. Junior Fernandez, creative and stylingJosue Hart and Lane Stewart, talent Josue Hart
L 06 She who travels has stories to tell – ph. Rosei Matcek, creative direction Rabit, model BREXXITT
L 07 The past is very unpredictable – ph. Rosei Matcek, creative direction Rabit, model BREXXITT
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L 04
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gasm Addict single. It features a woman with an iron over her face, plus two mouths over her 
breasts. Even now, if I can get one motif that will make the host photograph tell in a new way, 
I don’t overwork it. I’m a concise engineer of the found image.  

You founded the post-punk band Ludus – what was the relationship between your music 
and your photomontages?

In late 1976, a swiftly accelerating pop culture became known as punk – but punk was 
an American name, and we all hated it because it had nothing to do with the British move-
ment. Short-lived though punk was, it created an instant democracy on the stage. Anybody 
could pick up a guitar or drumstick or sing; for a while, it seemed unnatural not to be on 
the stage. By then, I had also been drawing for over twenty years and was interested in us-
ing the larynx in the same way that I’d been using the pencil or the scalpel: using the word 
to make my mark.

Using found images versus original photography. What is your preference? 

I think it’s worthwhile when sharing autobiographies not to edit one’s life so that unforeseen 
acts of violence are omitted because violence, as much as love, can shape one’s future 
in radical ways. One of the reasons I started using found images dates back to 1976 when 
I was on my way home after a photo shoot of The Damned at The Electric Circus in Manches-
ter. A rapist attacked me then, unsuccessfully. Ruptures such as incest as a child or suddenly 
having a knife held to your throat as a young woman sculpt your life story. Because my cam-
era was stolen by the would-be rapist in 1976, I stopped taking photographs. It felt as though 
cameras were cursed because I associated them with this traumatic incident in my life. 
I am also reluctant to work with digital photography instead of analog; working with cut-outs 
from print media of the last century is sensual. I like to use my nose a lot while working – 
I can sense the decade of a magazine by its smell. I can also look at the paper and identify 
if it’s from the 1940s or late 1950s, and just a fragment of a magazine page is enough 
for my sensory detective work. When it comes to digital photography, everything is too clean, 
almost antiseptic, it hasn’t got that deep sensuality of making stab incisions or the smell 
of the old newsprint, nor the challenge of handling sticky glue – you cannot grasp the materi-
ality of digital pictures.  

What magazines do you frequent to create the montages?

Recently, people have started donating pornography to me that depicts relatives, friends, 
and husband from decades ago. I feel like a social repository since people know I’m the ulti-
mate recycler of this imagery and no magazine ever goes to waste. I have print media from 
the early twentieth century up to the present moment.  

There’s a tilt of satire and humor in your work. Can we speak about the intention behind that?

A joke can be referred to as a gag, but we know that ‘gag’ has another meaning i.e., some-
thing that can mute you, making you feel as though you have no voice within culture 
and you’re being censored. I’m very aware of this double meaning of gag. In a dire situation, 
humor can be used to puncture the enemy’s rhetoric. The photomontage technique emerged 
after WW1, so its roots are tethered in opposition and shock. We often see photomontage 
weaponized during periods of civil unrest, in war zones, and within intense cultural and polit-
ical debates. Humor is invaluable and present in the history of Dada and surrealism. Artists 
such as John Heart�eld created monstrous oppositional photomontages of Hitler in WW2, 
and now I’m seeing similar extreme imagery emerging from the war in Ukraine. I was born 
in Liverpool, and there’s a unique wit to that city; nobody ever takes themselves seriously 
there. I grew up with a Scouse humor that permeates my work. 

Let’s talk about censorship and rebellion when producing your art. 

Censorship can be pernicious, depending upon who’s in control – it can take root like a virus 
in some people’s minds. At the same time, censorship is necessary to safeguard the vulner-
able. Shockingly, an eight-year-old can now see more explicit sexual imagery via a phone 
than I ever could in a magazine when I was eighteen. Regarding rebellion, my generation 
never considered showing work in art galleries because the art world was dull back then. 
Nobody wanted to put our work in art galleries, so we had to self-publish via fanzines, re-
cord covers, and t-shirts. We didn’t have the luxury of magazines approaching us. In 1976, 
when I made my �rst photomontages, I would use Linder to identify my works. Everybody 
presumed I was male. They were shocked by the common perception that only a man 
would dare to buy pornography and only a man would dare to cut it up. Getting my work 
reproduced was challenging at that time in Manchester. There was only one photocopying 
machine in the city, and the woman there refused to print my work because she said 
it was pornographic. 
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Does the concept of action-reaction have a meaning to you, and do you try to translate 
this into your work?

Every photomontage that I make transmits action-reaction within the visual plane. I use cut-
outs of imagery from diverse sources, and each cut-out battles for the viewer’s attention. 
For Lampoon, you can see photographs of BREXXITT, which push back against pictures 
of overly large blossoms, snakes, and eagles. The optic nerve has to work extra hard to make 
sense of the actions-reactions on the visual plane. As for the various symbols within 
my works, their ability to create action-reaction psychologically depends upon the individual’s 
cultural background and personal history. A photograph of a snake contemplated in Texas 
could have one reading, whereas, in Bombay or Belgium, it may take on different readings 
again. Gertrude Stein said, «Rose is a rose is a rose is a rose», but I’m not too sure.
 
Your recent montages for Lampoon – what is the story, who are the artists?

The main photomontages feature BREXXITT from the Texas House of Kenzo creative collec-
tive. I was introduced to BREXXITT by the musician and producer Rabit, Eric Burton. 
I’ve been in close dialogue with Eric for almost a year, creating photomontages in response 
to his new album What Dreams May Come. He recently said, «It feels healthy to consider 
this collaboration an ongoing conversation. It doesn’t feel extractive. It feels like a discovery 
process even, a sort of a diagnostic where we can uncover the worlds that are shared». Lane 
Stewart art directed from afar. While working on Lampoon’s photomontages, I thought about 
interior worlds, transformation, twinning, and the re�ective self – Texan snakes and 
the esoteric tradition of kundalini energy rising up the spine in a serpentine fashion. There are 
also references to the deep undercurrent of the in�uence of classical Roman mythology within 
the USA and thoughts about cycles of nature versus nurture. The photomontages were all 
made by hand, using scissors and glue rather than digitally. It’s a tradition that can be traced 
back to the very beginnings of photography itself. When I asked BREXXITT about stereotypes 
in the media and if she could catch her re�ection there, she replied, «I am everywhere all 
the time, everyone wants to be me. My culture, my hair, my body, my me». 
 
Your upcoming exhibition for Blum & Poe in November – can you tell me about the theme 
and process for that? 

One of the central bodies of work at Blum & Poe emerges from Book 10 of Ovid’s Meta-
morphoses, with its stories of Pygmalion, Adonis, Venus, and a lesser known mythological 
character, Myrrha. The internet facilitates a sense of continuous self-reinvention and meta-
morphosis; we live in a ‘before and after’ culture, longing for an instant transformation. Ovid 
underwent this fascination in 8AD. Also, it’s been forty years since I created a protest perfor-
mance with my band Ludus at the Hacienda club in Manchester by wearing a meat bodice and 
dildo. The works in the exhibition at Blum & Poe will re�ect all of the above and more. 

AS
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Artworks © Linder, Courtesy of the artist and Blum & Poe, Los Angeles, New York, Tokyo
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LINDER
Musée d’Art Moderne  
de la Ville de Paris

On the eastbound platform of the Parisian 
Métro station Alma-Marceau this April, an 
advertising poster displayed a photo of a 
naked woman coyly crossing her legs, with 
only a €500 handbag to preserve her modesty. 
On the right side of the poster, in black 
marker, someone had written ‘Marre des 
femmes objets’ (roughly: ‘Fed up with women 
depicted as objects’). I mention this because, 
just around the corner from Alma-Marceau,  
a lavish retrospective of the work of British 
artist Linder Sterling had opened at the 
Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris with 
the title ‘Femme/Objet’. This photograph was 
exactly the sort of image – commercial, but  
at the same time thoroughly implicated in the 
codes and gestures of pornography – that 
Linder would use in one of her collages. 
Except she probably would have covered the 
handbag with a massive, garishly lit picture  
of a cream-filled bun.

If you don’t already know Linder’s name, 
you have probably seen her work. Living with 
Howard Devoto in late 1970s Manchester,  
she designed the sleeve of the first Buzzcocks 
single, ‘Orgasm Addict’ (1977), and later the 
cover of the first Magazine album. The original 
of the former, a high-gloss pornographic 
image of a woman whose head has been 
replaced with a steam iron, along with a num-
ber of similar (and likewise untitled) domestic 
cyborgs (their arms and heads replaced with 
vacuum cleaners, kettles, etc.), were displayed 
in the exhibition hall entitled ‘Premiers photo-
montages’ (The First Photomontages). Two 
years later, Linder would form her own group, 
Ludus, whose excoriating mix of free-form 
post-punk and jazz, pop and funk produced 
two full-length albums as well as a string  
of singles and EPs, each one adorned with her 
trademark collages and sketches.

For many contemporary artists who either 
do or did play in a band (from Mike Kelley  
to Martin Creed), the temptation on the part  

of curators tends towards marking a clean 
separation between the artists’ musical activi-
ties and those art works presumed less frivo-
lous. With Linder, no such separation is 
possible. It is not just that many of her early 
collages were produced specifically to promote 
or accompany her music, or that many of the 
same themes of grotesquery and exploitation 
pervade both – nor even that the violent colli-
sion of seeming opposites that characterizes 
her collages might serve as an equally apt 
description of Ludus’s music. What may prove 
to be one of Linder’s more enduring and influ-
ential artistic statements, recognized in this 
exhibition as a work of performance art whose 
filmed documentation was exhibited as such, 
was the stage act for a particular Ludus gig. 

On 5 November 1982, the band appeared 
on stage at The Hacienda in Manchester,  
with Sterling wearing a bodice made of raw 
meat. A similar image of a woman clothed in 
meat appeared on The Undertones’ singles  
collection of the following year, All Wrapped Up. 
Canadian sculptor Jana Sterbak’s sewn beef 
dress, Vanitas: Flesh Dress for an Albino 
Anorectic, was exhibited at Montreal’s Galerie 
Rene Boulin in 1987. More recently, Lady Gaga 
sported a dress made of flank steak designed 
by Franc Fernandez at the 2010 MTV Video 
Music Awards. But there is a significant 
difference between the later outfits and the  

original: whereas Lady Gaga used only the 
choicest cuts of prime beef, sourced from 
some artisanal butcher and chosen for their 
longevity, Linder merely rummaged in the bins 
of a local Chinese restaurant and stitched 
together chicken brains and other even less 
savoury selections.

For three and a half decades now,  
Linder has been cutting and sticking images  
of flesh and other comestibles, pushing the 
speculative identity of pornographic and com-
mercial images to their gruesome limits. While 
her methods may have become more refined 
over the years (working increasingly with nega-
tives bought from vintage shoots), the basic 
ingredients of her work have remained remark-
ably consistent: the cakes, flowers and out-
sized lips which variously adorn and deform 
her nudes can be found from her earliest 
pieces to her most recent. What perhaps has 
changed is pornography itself, becoming ever 
more the abject parody of itself presented in 
Linder’s collages. What, for instance, in a work 
like Sehnsucht (Longing, 2011) – for which the 
artist returned to her old modus operandi of 
working directly on contemporary store-bought 
jazz magazines – is the more surreal, the more 
horrifying: the lipstick and the car imposed by 
the artist or the bizarre suction device applied 
to the model’s breasts in the original image?  
Do we somehow need the former in order to see 
the sickness of the latter?

Punk has often been accused of  
appropriating Situationist tropes and tech-
niques for narrow commercial gains, depoliti-
cizing its détournements and paving the way 
for the post-MTV explosion of collage in 
advertising. In focusing the Situationist cri-
tique upon the spectacular appropriation of 
women’s bodies, Linder’s photomontages,  
on the contrary, expose what was arguably  
one of the political blind spots of the original 
Situationist International and, in so doing,  
further radicalize and extend that critique. If 
today Linder might sit comfortably between 
the Pop of Eduardo Paolozzi (the red rose over 
Paul McCartney’s mouth on his cover for the 
1973 album, Red Rose Speedway, for instance, 
is an astonishing and unexpected anticipation) 
and contemporary collagists like Barbara 
Breitenfellner, it was apt that the event of her 
first retrospective at so august an institution 
as the Musée d’Art Moderne recalled her in 
filth and in fury. ‘Femme/Objet’ was a feast of 
bile and vitriol.

ROBERT BARRY
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